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Overview

• Provide an overview of the vaccine 
development process 

• Discuss FDA’s role in the scientific and 
regulatory oversight
How FDA helps to ensure the quality, safety, and 

effectiveness of vaccines
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FDA’s Mission
The U.S. Food and Drug Administration’s mission is to protect and promote the public health, both in 
the U.S. and globally, by ensuring the safety and effectiveness of the products we regulate. 

FDA Regulates

 Human Drugs
 Biological Products
 Medical Devices
 Products that emit radiation
 Tobacco Products
 Veterinary Products
 Cosmetics
 Foods

The Center for Biologics and Evaluation and Research (CBER) regulates vaccines at FDA.
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Vaccine Development –
FDA’s Role

www.fda.gov

• Strain selection and reference standard production
• Lot release 
• Evaluation of safety and efficacy
• Post-market surveillance
• Advancing vaccine technology
• Helping to ensure public confidence
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Importance of Public Confidence

www.fda.gov From Hotez PJ and Marsh B. New York Times 1/9/2020
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Importance of Public Confidence

www.fda.gov From Hotez PJ and Marsh B. New York Times 1/9/2020
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SARS-CoV-2 Vaccine Targets

www.fda.gov
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Vaccine Approaches - Examples
• DNA
• RNA
• Protein Subunit
• Inactivated Virus
• Non-Replicating Viral Vector
• Replicating Viral Vector
• Live attenuated 
• Virus-like particle

www.fda.gov
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Vaccine Development
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COVID-19 Vaccine Development

www.fda.gov

• FDA continues to provide rapid feedback and technical advice to 
sponsors and researchers regarding the data needed to support the 
manufacturing, clinical development, and approval or authorization 
of COVID-19 vaccines

• FDA continues to work collaboratively with federal partners such as 
CDC and NIH, as well as international regulatory counterparts, to 
help facilitate efficient development programs

 Vaccine development timelines shortened without compromising 
vaccine safety and efficacy standards
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Clinical Trials – Key Considerations
Efficacy Considerations

www.fda.gov

• Development programs should pursue traditional approval based on direct 
evidence of vaccine safety and efficacy in protecting humans from SARS-CoV-
2 infection or disease

• Primary efficacy endpoint point estimate for placebo-controlled efficacy trials 
should be at least 50%
– Lower bound of appropriately alpha adjusted confidence interval around the primary 

efficacy endpoint point estimate should be > 30%
– Applies to interim and final efficacy analyses 

• Late phase studies should also include interim analyses to assess risk of 
enhanced disease and futility
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Clinical Trials – Key Considerations
Safety Considerations 

www.fda.gov

• General safety evaluation including the size of the safety data base should be in 
the same range as for other preventive vaccines

• Subject follow up should be long enough to evaluate safety, duration of 
immune response and risk of disease enhancement as antibody titers wane

• FDA anticipates that adequately powered efficacy trials for COVID-19 vaccines 
will be of sufficient size to provide an acceptable safety database
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Clinical Trials – Key Considerations
Clinical Trial Diversity

www.fda.gov

• Early phase studies should first enroll healthy adults

• Late phase clinical trials to demonstrate vaccine efficacy will likely need to enroll 
many thousands of participants

– Include those with medical comorbidities

• FDA encourages enrollment of diverse populations most affected in all phases of 
vaccine clinical development including racial and ethnic minorities

• Recommendations provided include data to support enrollment of:
– Elderly individuals and individuals with medical comorbidities
– Pregnant women and women of childbearing potential not avoiding pregnancy
– Pediatric populations
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COVID-19 Vaccine Authorization
or Approval 

• FDA will only approve or authorize a COVID-19 vaccine that has met 
the agency’s rigorous and science-based standards for quality, safety, 
and effectiveness

• Decisions will be made by FDA’s scientific and medical experts 
following an evaluation of the totality of the evidence

• Sponsors will decide when and whether to submit under one of two 
pathways:
– Emergency Use Authorization (EUA – “Authorization”)
– Biologics License Application (BLA – “Approval” or “Licensure”)
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Vaccines and Related Biological Products
Advisory Committee (VRBPAC)

• FDA recognizes that transparency is an important element in public confidence in any 
approved or authorized COVID-19 and we are committed to being as transparent as 
possible regarding the decision-making

• FDA’s VRBPAC consists of external experts who provide non-binding 
recommendations to FDA related to data concerning the safety and effectiveness of 
vaccines and other biological products

• VRBPAC Meeting scheduled for October 22, 2020 to discuss, in general, the 
development, authorization, and/or licensure of COVID-19 vaccines

• FDA expects to convene an open session of FDA’s VRBPAC prior to the issuance of any 
EUA or BLA for a COVID-19 vaccine to discuss the safety and effectiveness data 
supporting a specific vaccine
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Approval of COVID-19 Vaccines
• Standard for approval of a BLA is that the vaccine is safe, pure, and potent, or 

safe and effective

• Guidance on Development and Licensure of Vaccines to Prevent COVID-19
• Consistency of Manufacturing

• Need for manufacturing process and controls including appropriate scale up 
• Need for inspected facilities to produce vaccines under GMP

• Evaluation of Safety 
• Potential risk for vaccine induced enhancement of disease 
• Need for adequate safety evaluation of vaccine that will be widely deployed

• Evaluation of Efficacy 
• Need for clinical disease endpoint efficacy study 
• Prespecified success criteria needed to ensure success of effective vaccine and 

rejection of ineffective vaccine
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Emergency Use Authorization
of COVID-19 Vaccines

• Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) is a mechanism during an emergency to facilitate 
the availability of unapproved products that diagnose, treat, or prevent serious or life-
threatening diseases caused by a threat agent when there are no adequate, 
approved, and available alternatives

• In order to issue an EUA for a vaccine, FDA must find, among other things, that the 
product may be effective preventing such a disease, and that the product’s known 
and potential benefits, when used to prevent such disease, exceed its known and 
potential risks
 Benefit-risk assessment for a vaccine that will potentially be administered to millions of 

people, including healthy individuals, will be very different than for COVID-19 therapeutics

• For a vaccine for which there is adequate manufacturing information, issuance of an 
EUA may be appropriate once studies have demonstrated the safety and effectiveness 
of the vaccine but before the manufacturer has submitted and/or FDA has completed 
its formal review of the BLA
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Safety Surveillance for
COVID-19 Vaccines

• After approval of a BLA or issuance of an EUA by FDA, the safety 
of COVID-19 vaccines will be closely monitored using various 
existing surveillance systems

• In certain cases, FDA may require the manufacturer to conduct 
post-marketing studies to further assess known or potential 
serious risks. 
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